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Poster 
Component

Proposal 
Components

Description Mark 
when 
done

Title Title

Full names below the title and research question

❑

Question Research 
Question

Intro Background 
(some)
Methodology 
(some)
Literature 
Review

Include only the parts of the background and 
methodology that address why you chose this 
topic and the ways you used to address the 
problem

❑

Observation Background 
(some)
Methodology 
(some)

Include only the parts of the background and 
methodology that address observations that you 
made (including interviews)

❑

Survey Questions 
Asked

Write this in complete sentences and in a formal 
way

❑

Fact 1/2 Preliminary 
Findings

In addition to your preliminary findings, include 
your conclusions that you can draw from the data 
analysis

❑

Recommend
ations

Final Outcome What recommendations do you have for the 
community? Be specific, including evidence from 
the data you collected.

❑

Main 
References

Bibliography Include all of the citations from all students’ 
literature review!

❑
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Component Person 
Responsible

Description DEADLINE

Choose a poster 
template

❑ There are 2 available templates for your 
poster. Choose 1. Create a copy of the 
template and save it

Create poster ❑ Create your poster. Add written words 
(from proposal), images, graphs, charts 
from data analysis, etc.

Teacher reviews 
poster

❑ Share poster draft with your teacher for 
review

Revise poster with 
feedback

❑ Revise poster. Review one more time 
for grammar, spelling, and errors.

Save final poster ❑ Save poster (last name.first name.2019) 
and share with teacher so it can be 
moved to or saved in “Posters to Print” 
Folder

Write 30 second 
oral description of 

work

❑ Write a brief (2-5 sentences) 
description of work to share orally.

Rehearse oral 
presentation of 

work

❑ Rehearse- practice talking about your 
project

Tell your family to 
come to the 
conference

❑ Invite family members to come see you 
present at _____________


